CASE STUDY

Health and wellbeing
& Energy Savings

East Porter schools leverage
Airthings for Business to
improve IAQ while reducing
energy costs
2,488

students

$23,250

East Porter County School Corporation, located in

Northwest Indiana, used Airthings for Business to reduce
CO2 levels, improve student satisfaction and the health
and wellbeing of their students, staff and colleagues?

in Energy
Savings.

Not to mention $23,250 in Energy Savings.
Health and
wellbeing

The Challenge

The Solution

East Porter’s main focus on high quality education has

By installing the Airthings for Business solution, East

sought to better understand their indoor air quality data

quality measures that helped them identify faulty

always been their number one priority, so naturally they
and how it was impacting:

• Faculty and student performance and health
• Energy costs

Porter was able to monitor a full range of indoor air
positioning on several dampers that were causing
elevated CO2 levels.

• Equipment functioning
The pandemic contributed too, they needed the data so

that they could address any issues in order to make staff,
students and parents conﬁdent in reopening schools for
in-person learning.
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„Airthings for Business have been a great
tool for helping us to maintain and enhance
the air quality in our buildings”.
Craig Kenworthy - Facilities Director

airthings.com/business

The Results: healthier air & energy savings

Improvement in students’ air quality
Reduced CO2 levels by 165 ppm1

Huge energy savings

$23,250 in Energy Savings realized by Morgan schools with the assistance of Airthings devices1

Reduction in manual work

210 hours/year reduction in manual work eliminated by automating morning startup logic

Pandemic protected

When the pandemic hit, East Porter was equipped with data to help evaluate where vulnerabilities
existed. This enabled them to take action to reduce possible airborne transmission through
the insight provided by Airthings new Virus Risk Indicator.
1

Results collected from the annonymized Airthings data with their permission in 2020-2021.

Make Air Quality a priority
with Airthings for Business
For people

Visit airthings.com/business to ﬁnd out how

productivity of your tenants, colleagues,

quality and improve health and wellbeing.

Improve the health, wellbeing and
visitors or students.

we can help your workplace improve it’s indoor air

Read the full case study here:

For business

Remotely monitor and optimize your

buildings to improve indoor air quality,

reduce energy consumption and save time.
For planet

Use air quality data to make your buildings

sustainable, while reducing operating costs
at the same time.
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